WHERE DO SALMON GO?
Scientists put noisemakers in chinook, deploy sea trackers to solve mystery
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When Apollo 11 launched into the sky July 16, 1969, the public faced the immense mystery, by design, of three ordinary astronauts: Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins.

But 400,000 people worked on that mission. From the Boeing site to the Kennedy Space Center, thousands of teams collaborated to complete the first phase of the Saturn V rocket, which would hurl the Apollo 11 crew toward the moon.

The leaders of that team were self-described “Ballard guys.” And one Seattle-area scientist, Dr. James Joki, contributed to the formation of the lunar surface, and concocted gear that would keep Apollo 11 astronauts alive.
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On July 20, 1969, the world watched as man landed on the moon. Fifty years later, space continues to fascinate us.
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One man dealt with a lifetime of uncertainty living for years being threatened for deaths in his final years. A third was left untreated for days with a pencil stuck inside his bladder. A third was left untreated for days with a pencil stuck inside his bladder. A third was left untreated for days with a pencil stuck inside his bladder.

Meanwhile, an inmate in the Monroe Correctional Complex, who suffered due to inadequate medical care — including those who died — according to a Department of Corrections (DOC) investigation that holds the firing of the head doctor at the prison earlier this year. State medical authorities say they are investigating a number of hospital and prison medical errors.
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**Astronaut Buzz Aldrin, wearing gear developed in part by Shoreline doctor James Joki, deploys scientific equipment on the moon July 20, 1969**

**TO THE MOON AND BACK**

**On July 20, 1969, the world watched as men landed on the moon. Fifty years later, space continues to fascinate us.**
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